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The Israeli industry is comprised of thousands of technological startups in a wide 
variety of sectors such as: Digital Media, Mobile, Medical, Fintech, Cyber and many 
more.

This industry yields a large number of success stories in the form of technological 
breakthroughs. These technologies are implemented in some of the most popular 
products commonly used by millions of people around the world.

The startup industry in Israel is in constant search for overseas partners and investors 
in order to fulfill their potential of technological development.

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute (IEICI), supported by member 
firms, private sector bodies and the government of Israel, advances business 
relationships between Israeli exporters and overseas businesses and organizations.

The Israel Export Institute’s Digital Media Sector operates at the very heart of the 
Israeli media community – forming relationships; assembling and leading national 
pavilions at important international exhibitions; hosting professional delegations; 
organizing conferences and developing dedicated technology events in cooperation 
with leading media institutions around the world. These activities all have one goal 
in mind – to create business opportunities for the mutual benefit of the Israeli Digital 
media companies and global players anywhere in the world.

 
Noa Avrahami
Manager, Digital Media Sector
Tel +972 3 514 2862
noa@export.gov.il
www.export.gov.il

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute

www.export.gov.il

mailto:noa%40export.gov.il%20?subject=
http://www.export.gov.il
https://www.export.gov.il/en/abouteconomy/aboutus/ieiaboutus
https://www.export.gov.il/en
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The Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy and Industry (FTA) 
is responsible for managing and directing the international trade policy of the 
State of Israel. The Administration’s main fields of activity include promotion of 
trade and exports, initiating and maintaining trade agreements, attracting and 
facilitating investments and creating strategic cooperation between Israeli and 
foreign companies . 

FTA operates a network of more than 45 economic representatives around the 
world who serve as the operational arm of the Ministry in the global markets.

Eitan Kuperstoch
Minister for Commercial Affairs
Head of Economy and Trade Missions
The Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden
Embassy of Israel, The Netherlands
Tel: +31-70-3760514 I
Eitan.Kuperstoch@economy.gov.il
www.economy.gov.il

The Foreign Trade Administration

www.economy.gov.il

mailto:Eitan.Kuperstoch%40economy.gov.il?subject=
http://www.gov.il/en/Departments/ministry_of_economy
http://www.gov.il/en/Departments/ministry_of_economy
http://www.economy.gov.il/English/Pages/default.aspx
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Solution at a Glance 

Play, control and communicate with actual action figures inside virtual reality and 
bring them to life!
Our VR-native superhero, in our innovative, 100% skill-based VR game, with our 
technological action figure VR controllers, “VR-MAN” will do to virtual reality what 
Mario did to Nintendo.

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
•	 Hyper Reality - Action figures come to life.
•	 High engagement - 3rd person perspective in VR offers deep replayable gaming 

experiences.
•	 Group experience - each player selects his own action figure on multiplayer version.
•	 Minimal playing space - Full-scale sitting down experience allows venues to 

maximize playing space.
•	 Immersive entertainment - Featuring innovative long distance control of the hero. 

Offering Non-HMD venues (s.a. Domes, Imax theatres etc) interactable gaming content.
•	 Story driven art and theme - Experienced developers, designers, musicians and 

artists create story driven VR-MAN games and content. 

Our Offering
Ayayu Games offers both technological and artistic aspects.
The technological aspect is the integration of physical action figures with virtual 
reality, including game mechanics, algorithms, product designs and implementations 
(patent pending).
The artistic aspect is VR-MAN itself as a branded superhero, story, art and feel 
(trademark pending).
VR-MAN is a new Virtual Reality game and gaming concept operating in 4 
interconnected markets:
•	 VR Games.
•	 Toys - Robotic action figures which acts as VR controllers and as advanced toys.
•	 Brand - Native-VR trademarked superhero for the Immersive and classic 

entertainment industries.
•	 HUB - An online VR space for digital action figures.

Company References and Strategic Partners 

•	 1Sync - VR arcades network and global VR experiences marketing.
•	 Alon Saranga Post Production studios.
•	 Crouching pixel 3D art and modelling studios.

Ayayu Games VR-MAN - The future of action figures

Audio/Video 

Augmented Reality / 
Virtual Reality

Family & Kids 
Technology

Category

www.vrmangame.com

▼

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUrK8jXcrYw
http://www.vrmangame.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9gfSmyvaa10
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Bllush

www.bllush.com
Bllush helps online retailers publish engaging user generated content personalised 
to their product catalog.

Solution at a Glance 

Bllush provides a platform allowing online retailers to publish engaging user 
generated content to users. Bllush’s AI engine personalized all content to the retailer 
audience and product offerings, which increases user engagement revenue. Content 
generated by Bllush’s platform can be viewed leading European retailers such as 
Zalando and Otto Group.

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Bllush’s AI technology is focused on personalising content for each retailer. This is 
done by scanning the retailer product catalog and identifying product trends that are 
sold. This allows users to shop products that are currently trending automatically. 

Our Offering
Retailers use Bllush’s platform to enrich and improve their content marketing efforts. 
The platform connects them with content produced by thousands of influencers 
around the world.  This content is provided licence free to the retailer and through 
the platform can be published on the retailer’s website.

Company References and Strategic Partners 

•	 Bllush is working with many of the largest retailers in Europe such as Zalando, 
Otto Group and Vivense.

•	 The company is backed by leading angels and VC’s.

AI

eCommerce & 
Enterprise Solutions

Category

▼

Return to Contents

http://www.bllush.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SNF8bmOsTI
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Solution at a Glance 

•	 Alerting quickly in order to avoid the snowball effect (fake news spreading).
•	 Measure the level of impact over real persons (i.e correlating between the stock 

price plummeting and their amplification online)
•	 Expel the leading fake identities and use Cyabra’s solution as a proof in front of 

authorities, the press or social media platforms

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
We have developed a technology that looks for anomalies in digital footprints, 
by comparing them to human norms.
We do that by using Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing, enabling 
a machine to understand written content, both coming from our Cybersecurity 
background. 

Our Offering
•	 Looking at how authentic is an identity only takes a few seconds and allows our 

customers to get a transparent picture of who is fictitiously involved around 
their brand…

•	 Analysing the way fake identities spread a certain fake news message. It truly 
helps our customers devising the right strategy for their response against it…

•	 Being able to measure the level of impact over real persons. For example, correlating 
between the stock price plummeting in real life and their amplification online…

•	 Cyabra is developing additional tools in order to solve the disinformation problem 
amongst brands, governmental orgnizations and private individuals, with a hidden 
goal of ensuring that there exists no manipulation of the public opinion.

Company References and Strategic Partners 

Investors: TAU Ventures (the Tel-Aviv University VC Fund).
Customers and Partners: While confidential, we work on numerous verticals such 
as automotive, Food and Beverage, National Agencies and more.

www.cyabra.com

Cyabra protects brands and public organisations against disinformation attacks.

AI

Cybersecurity, Fraud, 

Communications

Category

▼

Return to Contents

Cyabra

https://www.cyabra.com/
https://youtu.be/YzXaqBfaJx4
https://youtu.be/ijEROx_QcX8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzXaqBfaJx4&feature=youtu.be
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Solution at a Glance 

Edgybees brings full visibility and understanding to any dynamic scenes by creating 
collaborative virtual worlds on top of of any real world scene. This Augmented Real-
time IntelligenceTM™ fuses computer vision, multi-sensor data analytics and 3D video 
generation to provide a simple visual layer of highly accurate, real-time information. 

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Edgybees brings instant clarity to even the most complex operational environments.  
Edgybees Augmented Real-time IntelligenceTM technology creates virtual worlds on 
top of any real world scene, providing a simple visual layer of highly accurate, real-
time information. A unique fusion of computer vision, multi-sensor data analytics 
and 3D video generation enables unprecedented collaboration between field and 
remote teams in real-time when every moment, every move and every meter counts. 

Our Offering
Edgybees brings instant clarity to even the most complex operational environments.  
Edgybees Augmented Real-time IntelligenceTM technology creates virtual worlds on 
top of any real-world scene, providing a simple visual layer of highly accurate, real-
time information. A unique fusion of computer vision, multi-sensor data analytics, 
and 3D video generation enables unprecedented collaboration between field and 
remote teams in real-time when every moment, every move and every meter counts. 
Edgybees offers First response SW suite.
•	 First Response Pilot app - an AR mobile app for drone pilots
•	 First Response Tracker - Mobile app that transforms your mobile phone into a 

blue force tracker.
•	 Command and control - PC app for incident commander creating clarity and 

collaboration within even the most complex operational environments. 
•	 Edgybees offers SDK designed to create Augmented Reality applications for 

complex environments.

Company References and Strategic Partners 

Investors and partners:  Motorola, Verizon, Deloitte, Agile Defence. 

Augmented Reality /
Virtual Reality

Category

Edgybees

www.edgybees.com

Real-time IntelligenceTM™ on top of any real-world scene captured by standard video. 

https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1Vw_pKLCYIZxsJEMH-
7sT9uz0mkZZWAyys/view?ts-
=5b7020a1 ▼

▼
▼

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vw_pKLCYIZxsJEMH7sT9uz0mkZZWAyys/view?ts=5b7020a1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oyZclqYPZnASkqz11LqL5waaPJytwt8L/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XLkDOSizqqm95oevdVZPdMCoOR1LuzZP/view?ts=5b7020a1
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Solution at a Glance 

GigaSpaces’ InsightEdge Platform is an in-memory real-time analytics platform, 
unifying AI, ML & transactional processing for instant insights and actions. Ultra-
low latency, high-throughput transaction & stream processing and co-location 
of applications and analytics, power scalable data-driven solutions for today’s 
insight-driven organizations. 

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
•	 Smarter and faster insights to actions leveraging real-time & event-driven analytics 

and AI on hot data enriched with historical data in a single-tier platform.
•	 Trusted data: transactional data consistency maintained while analytics runs on 

hot data.
•	 Any data: Various data sources include structured, semi-structured and unstructured. 
•	 Instant impact: Core in-memory data grid technology supports real-time analysis 

and business logic workflows for closed loop analytics.
•	 Optimized TCO: Customized data prioritization with intelligent multi-tiered data 

storage.
•	 Mission critical availability & disaster recovery. 

Our Offering
GigaSpaces’ InsightEdge Platform is an in-memory real-time analytics platform, 
unifying AI, ML & transactional processing for instant business insights and actions. 
Ultra-low latency, high-throughput transaction & stream processing and co-location 
of applications and analytics, power scalable data-driven solutions for today’s 
insight-driven organizations.
The platform’s simplified architecture not only enables you to keep up with 
“millisecond industries” it also eliminates cluster and component sprawl complexity 
by radically minimizing the number of ‘moving parts.’ InsightEdge is cloud-native 
and infrastructure-agnostic for hybrid cloud and on-premises environments; and 
supports intelligent, multi-tiered storage across RAM, SSD and StorageClass Memory 
(3DXPoint).

Company References and Strategic Partners 

Leading enterprise customers include Morgan Stanley, Bank of America, CSX, Blue 
Cross Blue Shield, Goldman Sachs, Société Générale, Credit Agricole, Avanza Bank, 
Telia Sonera, Charles Schwab, Avaya, Deutsche Bank, Frequentis, UBS and more. 
Intel is a strategic partner.

AI

eCommerce & 
Enterprise Solutions

Cross vertical real-
time analytics 

AI on hot data

Category

GigaSpaces

www.gigaspaces.com

GigaSpaces provides the leading in  memory computing platform for real time 
analytics, AI and extreme transactional processing.

▼

http://www.gigaspaces.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIuJjQX3khk
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Solution at a Glance 

Konnecto offers brands the ability to transparently collect and analyze your customers’ 
past and present interactions at every touch-point.

We create the next generation of virtual focus groups – quickly built and providing 
you qualitative and quantitative data; available 24/7 to answer your most challenging 
marketing and business questions. 

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
KonnecTo’s unique approach to data collection means that a brand can have a 
virtual focus group using the personal profiles of thousands of their customers 
over multiple data sources. In real-time, KonnecTo collects the data and enables a 
brand to gain actionable insights into their customers and assist them in making 
critical marketing and business decisions.

•	 Transparently sourcing personal data from real customers from multiple data 
sources with their consent

•	 Virtual focus group of hundreds and thousands of customers can be built within 
days

•	 Data and insights are actionable in real time

Our Offering
KonnecTo is a customer-driven research platform that provides the deepest 
information on your customers that can dramatically improve the outcome of your 
marketing and sales investments. We deliver customer insights that are available to 
you 24/7 and help you to understand your customers’ preferences, attitudes and 
feelings towards your brand and your competitors.

Using new high-quality personal customer data, we translate this information into 
actionable insights that enable brands to make data-driven marketing decisions - 
improve their marketing campaigns, find undiscovered networks of mini influencers, 
choose their next major sponsorship deal wisely, and much more... 

Company References and Strategic Partners 

McCann

Publicis 

Coca-Cola

Robert Stringer

Al

Category

KonnecTo

www.konnecto.io
KonnecTo provides actionable insights into the 98% of a consumers’ life that a 
brand knows virtually nothing about.

http://www.konnecto.io
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Solution at a Glance 

Nanoscent provides a chemical sensor that combined with a software algorithm 
can provide scent recognition training for detection purposes.

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
There is no product on the market that offers these services. 

Our Offering
A platform that entails the hardware device combined with the software for 
training purposes. Once training is completed the sensor is capable of detecting 
and recognizing the targeted scents. In the scope of 12 weeks, the client will have 
the ability to record his desired target’s scent in a relevant context. The end goal 
has a scent class that is within the scope of the client in which he can have added 
value in his relevant market. Nanoscent has proven experience in various fields 
from nutrition to microbiome to reuse of water. The scenting technology enables 
its clientele to harvest data which was not possible before. As a nonintrusive way 
to engage and serve Nanoscent is on the cutting edge of servicing its clients to 
have a better way to improve their products.

Company References and Strategic Partners 

Procter and Gamble, Bosch. For other clients please contact us.

Family & Kids 
Technology

Health & Wellness

Wireless Devices & 
Services

Category

Nanoscent

www.nanoscentlabs.com

Nanoscent is the first company with aviable and functioning scent detector

▼

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRkQzvAutwM&feature=youtu.be
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Solution at a Glance 

Our core product is ‘Smarter Player’, enabling ‘personalized’ viewing of live video. 
The users can decide how/what they want to see (including the possibility to 
virtually rotate their viewing direction). They can also click directly on any objects-
of-interest to activate content related apps. 

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
Core differentiator- we let the fan control the video, not the broadcaster! 

Our unique system architecture allows production and dissemination of live 
interactive video, using X10 cheaper hardware (as compared to our competitors), 
faster to deploy and scalable enough to support unlimited number of concurrent 
users.

Our Offering
We offer VaaS (Video as a Service) services to content right owners and their
franchisees. The main focus is top-tier football leagues and major broadcasters, 
helping them to retain customers and to create new revenue streams (OTT).  

The first kiler app we develop will allow the fans, shortly after each play has 
ended (and the “trash time” begins), to be able to review it on their smartphones 
in the most compelling, fully interactive manner, and to share this unprecedented 
viewing experience on their social networks. 

Audio/Video

Sports Tech

Category

SmarterTV

www.smartertv.net

▼

SMARTER TV develops unique technology enabling production, dissemination and 
consumption of ‘smarter’ video, aimed at providing a highly engaging interactive 
viewing experience.

https://vimeo.com/278293863/c4c53cdb88
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Solution at a Glance 

Sonarax provides out-of-band connectivity over sound waves, beyond the human 
hearing range, enabeling smooth and continuous Machine2Machine connection 
anytime, anywhere for connectivity, authentication and positioning. 
Our SDK provides a cross-platform, cross O/S, solution for all kinds of sonic and 
ultrasonic use cases.

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
•	 Cutting-edge Technology: Sonarax supports all operating systems, and enables 

direction and distance filtering. The technology works in noisy and echoing 
environments and low footprint (both memory and CPU)

•	 Connectivity Between Devices: Sonarax enables Out of Band ultrasonic communication 
over sound waves even when standard networks are not available

•	 Reducing Cost & Time To Market: Sonarax eliminates the need for special or 
expensive hardware. It allows for easy and rapid SDK implementation, and is easy 
to deploy and calibrate

•	 Improved Security: Sonarax’s solution enhances security without compromising 
User Experience

Our Offering
Sonarax has the unique expertise and intellectual property to master the ultrasonic 
domain. Our unique signal processing algorithms are wrapped in an SDK that 
provides a cross-platform, cross O/S, solution. For all kinds of sonic and ultrasonic 
use cases. Such as:
•	 Transaction Supporting Services: 2FA; Secure login; Payments at POS; e/m-commerce; 

Person-to-Person (P2P); Contactless ATM interaction 
•	 Location-Based Services: Indoor positioning; Asset tracking; Location-based 

triggering of user-specific content or services; Data collection; Contactless ATM 
interaction 

•	 Sonic Qr: Sonic message broadcasting; Second screen; Ticketing; Location-specific 
advertising 

•	 M2M Connectivity: Onsite additional (sonic) network; Out-of-band (OOB) 
communication; IoT pairing 

Company References and Strategic Partners 

Strategic partners are:
KNOWLES (NYSE: KN) - see: https://www.knowles.com/products/intelligent-audio
Cadence (NASDAQ: CDNS)
XiNow

Audio/Video 

eCommerce & 
Enterprise Solutions, 

Smart Home 

Vehicle Technology 

Wearables

Wireless Devices 
& Services 

Authentication and 
identification

Category

Sonarax

▼

www.sonarax.com
Sonarax provides out-of-band ultrasonic communication enabling unified interface 
for connectivity, authentication and positioning.

https://www.knowles.com/products/intelligent-audio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_vjfSmx830&feature=youtu.be
http://www.sonarax.com
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Solution at a Glance 
Kenko Technology is an human emotions AI monitoring B2B solution, which enables people to 
facilitate improvement of wellbeing, productivity and health. Our vision is to help employees 
and consumers become healthier and perform better in their work and personal life.

Technological Innovation Product Differentiation
•	 Kenko Technology is based on a personalized algorithms which are capable of 

avoiding the big differences in the physiological reactions of different people.
•	 Kenko utilizes machine learning methods in order to monitor and predict stress.
•	 Data can be collected through various IoT devices and sensors.
•	 Designed for enterprise usage.

Our Offering
Kenko Technology is provided in two structures:
1. As a powerful API / SDK of Kenko Algorithm which is used for enhancing existing the 

experience of using consumer products by adding a layer of emotions monitoring on 
top of it. Can be applied to the automotive industry, wearables and other IoT product.

2. As an end-to-end B2B enterprise solution, designed to improve employee wellbeing and 
corporate performance. Our initial step is focused on monitoring of ongoing work-related 
mental load levels, in particular stress. Kenko Technology is able to flag and avert high 
levels of stress, as well as enable actionable analysis of the human factor in different 
situations. By tracking emotional states, corporate employees who are regularly in stressful 
environments can drive dramatic improvements in their wellbeing, productivity and health.

Company References and Strategic Partners 
TEM has a strategic partnership with the Japanese enterprise, Murata, one of the world’s 
leading sensors and hardware corporations. As part of our R&D process, Kenko Technology 
was tested on hundreds of participants across the world. 
Investors: • Pre-seed Investors: 3 Angel investors (Israel), Samurai Incubate (Japan), and 
Nancy Spielberg (USA) • Seed Investors: Murata Manufacturing (Japan) invested a multi-
million seed financing in our company (2017).
Key Academic & Medical Advisors: • Prof. Udi Manber (USA): Former positions include • Chief 
Scientist at Yahoo!. Chief Algorithms Officer at Amazon. VP of Engineering at Google. Head 
all Google Search products for 10 years. VP of Engineering at YouTube. CTO of the USA 
National Institutes of Health • Prof. Alon Chen (Germany & Israel): Director, Department of 
Stress Neurobiology and Neurogenetics at Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry (Germany). 
Head of Neurobiology Department at Weizmann Institute of Science (Israel) • Prof. Yonatan 
Halevy (Israel): Director General of Shaare Zedek Medical Center. Chairman of the committee 
on the health services basket in Israel.
Team: • Experienced Israeli serial entrepreneurs (including a past M&A) • High end engineers 
from elite intelligence units in the IDF • Promising management- highly experienced working 
with and for global corporates.

AI

Health & Wellness 

Robotics

Smart Home

Sports Tech

Vehicle Technology

Wearables

Category

The Elegant Monkeys Kenko Technology is an human emotions AI monitoring B2B solution, which 
enables people to facilitate improvement of wellbeing, productivity and health

www.kenko.tech

http://www.kenko.tech
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Solution at a Glance 

While the web was meant to broaden our horizons, the opposite has happened. Social 
media filter bubbles, a fragmented news landscape and the drive to personalization 
have all but insulated and polarized us. 
The Perspective is a global enterprise, defined by its mission of opening minds.

The Innovative offering 
1. theperspective.com is an award-winning site displaying two sides of current 

events, historic conflicts and classic debates, employing design and psychology 
to make it easier for users to consider ideas that are different from their own.

2. “The Perspective Engage” - our unique monetization tool. A contextual platform 
allowing users to simultaneously explore two sides of any story they are reading 
on any publisher’s site. The widget comes with a built-in ad inventory, offering 
publishers a new revenue stream. It is based on our exclusive database of 
perspectives, a year in the making. 

Our Offering
•	 While	we	have	our	proprietary	database	and	platform,	our	real	secret	sauce	is	

psychological. We employ methodologies of opening minds, and based on those, 
we create new products and business models.

•	 We	have	access	to	significant	and	unique	propriety	opinion-data	on	a	global	scale	
which will be at the heart of our PR strategy. 

•	 The	US	is	our	first	market,	but	the	global	expansion	is	built	into	the	product	and	
its reliance on formats. 

•	 The	Perspective	was	launched	in	March	2017	and	since	then	won	the	2017	
WebAward in the News category and an Eppy Award for Best Innovation Project. It’s 
also a highly commended finalist of The Drum award for best editorial innovation 
and a 2018 Webby awards Finalist in the news and politics category.

Company References and Strategic Partners 

•	 We	partnered	with	ad-tech	firm	Brightcom	to	create	The	Perspective	Engage.	
Brightcom is our technology partner on the content unit. 

•	 Our	content	appeared	on	Business	Insider,	Know	your	meme,	Sapiens	and	more.
At the time of this writing we have signed a development deal for video content 
with CBS interactive. 

•	 We	endeavor	group	and	Stuff	Partners	are	our	board	members
•	 At	the	time	of	this	writing	(two	and	a	half	months	after	widget’s	launch)	we	are	

live on eight publishers including Salon.com and Washington times 

Media / Social Cause

Category

The Perspective

www.theperspective.com

There are at least two sides to every story

▼
▼

▼

http://www.theperspective.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apvBADuUJl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yU7TF5q1WBI&t=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOt5-L8dwOA&t=


www.Israelatces.com

https://keren1506.wixsite.com/ces1
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